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Huginn and Muninn

Huginn and Muninn are a polycharacter NPC controlled by SirSkully and Yuuki in the Frontier Skies plot.

Huginn and Muninn
Species & Gender: Nepleslian Male1) and Female2) twins

Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Pilots

Rank: Ensign
Current Placement: Frontier Skies

Character Description

The twins are borderline identical in both mentality and physicality and are often confused for one-
another when in their flight suits. Both bare soft, lightly tanned, androgynous facial features and svelte,
pear-shaped figures that flare out slightly at the hips - with Cili's modest chest and Csgnor's dainty
pectoral muscles almost mirroring each other. Piercing blue eyes face the world with puppy-like wonder
and delight, with the main visual distinction between the two being the way their ash-brown hair is
styled. Cili's hair is kept in a braided undercut that falls down past her shoulderblades while Csgnor's hair
tapers into a low faux-hawk.

The two are easily excitable and seem to feed off each-other's boundless reserves of energy, never afraid
to ask questions and bother others with their wonderfully honeyed voices. The twins think the world of
their flight-lead and almost see her as the mother goose of their small squadron, taking any troubles and
doubts right to her before anyone else.

History and Relationship Notes

Csongor “Huginn” and Cili “Muninn” Szilágyi are an inseperable pair of Na-F/A-6(b) "Sabre" Multirole
Fighter/interceptor pilots for the Nepleslian Star Navy, born in YE 23 on Hope.

While their parents trudged around in ore-haulers the twins were more interested in the streams of
spacecraft coming and going from Haven's ports, with talks of becoming space pirates with the fastest
corsair the sector had ever seen. This edge was dulled by the time the two were old enough to enlist in
the navy, now dreaming of becoming infamous fighter pilots whose IFF signatures sent chills down the
airframes of their foes. The two were among the top of their class and showed an impossible-to-replicate
mental synchronicity, while the bait-and-switch tactics showed in training were deemed reckless they
were also highly effective and could mirror each-other's flight-patterns to within the tightest of
parameters.

Following a successful career as aces the twins found themselves under the command of Yildiz "Midas"
Avci as two thirds of her four-man “Warwolf squadron” attached to the Second Expeditionary Fleet - their
fighting style meshing well with Midas' varied skillset.
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Inventory

Disrupter Flight Suit3)

A minifridge always stocked with a variety of energy drinks

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2023/04/05 10:24.

Characters approved here.

1)

Csongor/Huginn/Warwolf 3
2)

Cili/Muninn/Warwolf 2
3)

both suits have a black, stylized crow painted onto the sides of the helmets
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